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Optimization of blazed quantum-grid infrared photodetectors
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In a quantum-grid infrared photodetector~QGIP!, the active multiple quantum well material is
patterned into a grid structure. The purposes of the grid are, on the one hand, to create additional
lateral electron confinement and, on the other, to convert part of the incident light into parallel
propagation. With these two unique functions, a QGIP allows intersubband transition to occur in all
directions. In this work, we focused on improving the effectiveness of a QGIP in redirecting the
propagation of light using a blazed structure. The optimization of the grid parameters in terms of the
blaze angle and the periodicity was performed by numerical simulation using the modal
transmission-line theory and verified by experiment. With a blazed structure, the sensitivity of a
QGIP can be improved by a factor of 1.8 compared with a regular QGIP with rectangular profiles.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!02049-5#
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Quantum well infrared photodetector~QWIP! technol-
ogy has matured rapidly in the last several years.1 The inven-
tion of the corrugated light coupling scheme adds to its s
plicity, versatility and sensitivity.2,3 To further advance the
technology, intense efforts have been directed to prod
three-dimensional confined structures4,5 to overcome the di-
pole selection rule for optical transition and to increase
carrier lifetime of the detector. Among different approach
the quantum-grid infrared photodetector~QGIP! structure
has been proposed,6 in which the additional lateral confine
ment in a QWIP structure is achieved by patterning the
tive material into either a lamellar grid or a crossed g
structure. In addition to the expected intrinsic normal in
dent absorption from the lateral quantization, the grid a
serves as a diffraction grating to direct part of the incid
light into parallel propagation. With light coming into th
detector material from all directions, intersubband transitio
in all directions can occur simultaneously, leading to a p
tentially larger quantum efficiency.

Previously,6 we observed that when the line width of th
grid is larger than 0.5mm, the effects of lateral confinemen
is negligible, and the grid serves purely as a light diffracti
device. For example, the maximum photoresponse of a Q
occurs when the first-order diffraction angle according to
grating equation is at 90°. At this maximum, the sensitiv
of the QGIP was found to be 1.3 times higher than that w
the standard 45° edge coupling. This results shows th
QGIP is quite effective in light coupling. In this work, w
tried to further improve its coupling efficiency using diffe
ent grid sidewall profiles. In grating design, it is well know
that a blazed reflection grating can shift the optical pow
from the usual zeroth-order diffraction to the first order
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choosing 2g5u, where g is the blaze angle andu is the
first-order diffraction angle. According to this prescriptio
an optimized blaze design for QWIP material would ha
u590° ~i.e.m p5l/n! andg545°, wherep is the grid pe-
riodicity, l is the incident wavelength, andn is the average
refractive index of the grid. The flexibility of QGIP proces
ing allows arbitrary values ofp and g to be fabricated by
directing the reactive ion beam at an oblique angle dur
material etching.7,8 With a proper blazed QGIP~BQGIP! de-
sign, a higher coupling efficiency is expected. Figure
shows the BQGIPs with both lamellar and crossed grid p
terns.

However, it turns out that although the basic concept
a blaze design is useful, the above prescription is not ap
cable to the present detector geometry. First, the infra

d,
FIG. 1. SEM micrograph of cross section of~a! a rectangular QGIP and~b!
a blazed QGIP. A top view of the crossed~c! rectangular and~d! blazed
QGIP. All bars are 1mm.
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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absorption occurs within the grid material, where optical
tensity should be maximized. Second, unlike the us
blazed grating with saw-tooth grooves, each QGIP grid
riod contains two slanted reflecting surfaces at the side
one parallel reflecting surface at the top. The presence of
internal structure within each period accounts for a collect
interference that is more complex than that in saw-tooth p
files. Finally, each grid line contains at the top a metal s
that also affects the electromagnetic~EM! field distribution
within the grid. Therefore, rigorous numerical electroma
netic field simulation techniques have to be invoked in t
case.

Among different EM field simulation techniques such
the finite-difference time-domain technique,9 the beam-
propagation method,10 and various coupled-wave schemes11

the modal expansion techniques12 have been very successf
in providing both rigorous numerical solutions and importa
physical insight into problems involving periodic structure
Recently, a modal transmission-line theory13 has been devel
oped for multilayered grating structures. In this theory
general solution of the EM field in every material layer~in-
cluding the grating region! is expressed in the form of rigor
ous modal expansions. Each field mode consists of a s
mation over all the diffracted orders generated by
grating. Appropriate boundary conditions are set up at
interfaces to match each diffraction order across every in
face. The problem can then be cast into and solved by
equivalent transmission-line network which provides trans
matrices expressing input-output field relationship in ev
material layer. In this framework, the EM field distributio
generated by the incident infrared radiation is obtained s
cessively from layer to layer by matrix multiplication.

Although the original theory was developed for lamel
dielectric gratings with rectangular profiles, it can be read
extended to those with arbitrary~lamellar! sidewall profiles
and to situations involving metal grating strips. For t
present detector geometry, we partitioned the blazed
structure horizontally into a sufficiently large numb
~twenty or more! of sublayers so that each sublayer can
approximated by a rectangular grating. To include the effe
of the metal strips, the total EM field is obtained as t
superposition of a primary field and a secondary one. T
former is generated by the incident field if the metal str
are absent. The secondary field is due to an equivalent
face currentJ which is set up at the locations of the met
strips.J is determined by a Galerkin procedure,14 which sat-
isfies the boundary conditions that~a! the total horizontal
electric field at the metal–semiconductor interface is z
and ~b! the currentJ is given by the discontinuity in the
horizontal magnetic field across that interface. The detail
these procedures will be published by some of the author
a later publication.15 Figure 2 shows the numerical result
uExu in a typical BQGIP, whereEx is the electric field com-
ponent vertical to the layers. Intersubband transition o
regular QWIP is known to be directly proportional touExu2.

To assess the effectiveness of a BQGIP in light coupli
we evaluated the ratioa which is the cross-sectional ave
ageduExu2 within the grid material over that of a 45° cou
pling QWIP, i.e.,a[^uExu2&/^uExu2&45. We found that for
fixed values ofg (560°), line spacings (51.5mm), andl
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(57.6mm), the value ofa was peaked at certain values
grid periodicity p when the thickness of the grid line wa
varied. In the fabricated structures as shown in Fig. 1~b! and
Fig. 2, however, the values ofg are slightly different for the
two slanted surfaces, being 52° and 62°, respectively. To
more specific, the dashed curve in Fig. 3 shows the theo
ical value ofa as a function ofp for the actualg experimen-
tally realized. Atp53.2mm, a52.5, which means an opti
mized~lamellar! BQGIP to be 2.5 times more effective tha
the 45° edge in optical coupling. In order to compare
BQGIP with a regular QGIP with rectangular sidewalls, w

FIG. 2. Distribution of the electric fielduExu, normalized to the magnitide o
the incident longitudinal electric field, within a blazed QGIP withp
53.2mm and the sidewall profile shown in Fig. 1~b! for l57.6mm. Metal
is assumed on top of the grid~thick line!. The discontinuity of the field lines
at the heights 0.65 and 1.8mm is due to the small change in the dielectr
constant between the GaAs contact layers and the AlGaAs/GaAs mul
quantum wells.

FIG. 3. Measured coupling efficiencyR/R(45) of the rectangular QGIPs
~d! and the lamellar blazed QGIPs~L! is plotted for samples with different
grid periodicity. The solid and dashed curves are the corresponding the
ical curves with no adjustable parameters.~n! and ~,! are experimental
points for two samples with crossed blazed grid patterns andw50.7 and 1.0
mm, respectively.
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also calculateda for rectangular QGIPs withs51.0mm.
The result is shown in Fig. 3 as a solid curve. In this casea
peaks atp52.4mm with a value of 1.4. Hence, the couplin
efficiency can be improved at least by 80% from a regu
QGIP by adopting a blaze design.

We have fabricated and characterized both the BQG
and the regular QGIPs. The QWIP material consists of
periods of GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As. We have minimized the top
contacting area by having a small metal bridge connectin
a separate bonding pad~a detailed description of the samp
processing can be found in Ref. 6!. Lamellar Ni grid patterns
with 146mm3146mm total area were created on the sam
surfaces by electron beam lithography and lift-off tec
niques. The Ni grid serves as a mask in the Cl2 based
reactive-ion-beam etching to remove the unwanted QW
material. The Ni metal remains on the detector during de
tor characterization. The etching causes no significant m
rial damage to the sidewalls.8 A reference sample with the
same total detector area but no patterns was prepared fo
edge coupling.

In order to determine the coupling efficiency of the gri
without the influence from the intrinsic detector propertie
the ratioR/R(45) was measured, whereR is the photocurrent
to dark current ratio of a QGIP andR(45) is that of the
reference sample. The photocurrent is measured at 10 K
l57.6mm with a calibrated blackbody source using
lock-in techniques. The dark current is the thermally ac
vated current measured at 77 K. By taking the photocurr
to dark current ratio, the detector area, the electron mobi
and the hot-electron escape probability will be cancelled o
R is dependent only on the ratio of the photoelectron den
to the thermal electron density. If we further take the ra
R/R(45), the thermal electron density and the effects of
electron doping density and the recombination lifetime
the photoelectron density can also be factored out. The
sultingR/R(45) becomes independent of all the intrinsic d
tector parameters, and it is only a function of the relat
optical intensity of the two coupling schemes, i.e.,R/R(45)
5a5^uExu2&/^uExu2&45.

Therefore, the value ofR/R(45) can serves as an expe
mental metric to evaluate a coupling scheme and can be
rectly compared with the theoreticala without any adjust-
able parameters. From this discussion, it is clear that th
optimization of a coupling scheme and the basic QWIP m
terial structure can be separated from each other. The for
amounts to maximizingR/R(45) and the latter amounts t
maximizingR(45).

The experimental values ofR/R(45) for the rectangular
QGIPs ~circles! and the BQGIPs~diamonds! are plotted in
Fig. 3. The data follow quite accurately the theoretical p
dictions, especially for the BQGIPs. The maximum
R/R(45) for the BQGIPs was measured to be 77% lar
than that of the rectangular QGIPs and 2.3 times better t
the 45° edge coupling. This result confirms the effectiven
of a the blazed structure in improving the coupling ef
ciency. At the same time, the data verify the present mo
transmission-line theory quantitatively. The theory predi
accurately both the magnitude ofR/R(45) and the location
of the peaks in both types of QGIP structures.
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In addition to the lamellar BQGIPs, we have also beg
to investigate both theoretically and experimentally t
BQGIPs with crossed patterns. A crossed blaze grid can
produced by directing the ion beam along one of the dia
nal axis of the crossed pattern, with an appropriate obliq
angleb relative to the material surface. To yield a value
60° for g, b is 50°. In the absence of a more specific the
retical guidance, we have fabricated and characterized
crossed BQGIPs withp52.4mm and linewidthw50.7mm
~n in Fig. 3! and 1.0mm ~, in Fig. 3!. The data show tha
R/R(45) is about three times larger than that of a lame
BQGIP atp52.4mm. This difference is larger than the ex
pected factor of two based on the simple assumption th
crossed grid couples to both polarizations of the radiati
Obviously, a three-dimensional extension of the theory
needed to account for the present experimental result an
further optimize the detector. Nevertheless, the coupling
ficiency of these unoptimized detectors has already sho
2.7 times larger than that of 45° coupling.

In summary, we have shown that the blazed grid str
ture offers a new design concept which increases the c
pling efficiency of a QGIP. We developed a theory whi
enables us to calculate and optimize the EM field distribut
quantitatively before detector fabrication for the lamel
structures. We have fabricated and characterized the BQG
and observed a 77% increase in the coupling efficiency.
experimental result verifies the validity of the present the
retical approach. Further improvement is expected
crossed BQGIPs.
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